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Steve said that our letter looked good.  He is expecting to hear from Marshall, but has not heard as of yet.  The 

rumor is that Elizabeth Pugh (NARA GC) had intended to write to Marshall this morning.  We don't know if she 

has done so.To:	Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From:	Judge.John.Tunheim @ 

usdcmn.cchub.com @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	10/22/97 05:42:39 PM ASTSubject:	Re[2]: 

MarshallThe letter is good.  Did you get a report on the call to Steve Tilley 

yet?Jack______________________________ Reply Separator 

_________________________________Subject: Re: MarshallAuthor:  "Jeremy Gunn"<Jeremy_Gunn@jfk-

arrb.gov> at InternetDate:    10/22/97 4:33 PMI received this message a 4:30 eastern time.  I faxed to you a 

copy of myletter to Marshall, which obviously was sent before I received this.  Letme know if there is anything 

additional that I should do.To:       Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.govcc:        (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From:     

Judge.John.Tunheim @ usdcmn.cchub.com @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANTDate:     10/22/97 10:05:53 AM 

ASTSubject:  Marshall     Do we have a document that details exactly what we have requested     Kodak to do?  

Anything that proves to Professor Marshall that the     analysis provided by the Kodak technical is an essential 

part of this     process would be helpful for him.  As I indicated, he is fully     supportive of the digitalization of 

the images.  What he questions is     why computer experts (as opposed to pathologists) are going to analyze     

the images and what value the results will have.  For example, would     it be impossible for medical 

researchers to review the digitalized     images at NARA without the Kodak analysis?  If so, that would be     

highly probative to Marshall.     Did you speak with Steve Tilley?     Jack 
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